Coal-Fired Power Products
Coal Mill Side Liners

- Intricate shapes
- Engineering staff
- All makes and sizes of mills
- Better performance over OEM liners
- Design Enhancements
Centrifuge Tiles
- Heat and corrosion resistant
- Adaptable to various OEMs and machine sizes
- Flat surface ready to apply to screw flight
- Strong braze strength

Fan Capabilities
Good Earth Tools (GET) manufactures and installs solid tungsten carbide liner systems for a variety of fan styles such as:
- high efficiency, paddle wheel/whizzer wheel,
- backward curved, radial blade and axial flow.
All liner systems are designed, built and thoroughly tested to maximize performance, value and component life.

Ash Values
- Mating surfaces ground for superior sealing
- Highest wear points are tungsten carbide-protected
- All makes and sizes of mills
- Various styles including flapper and knife gate
- Bolt in replaceable sections available

Belt Scrapers
- Precisely engineered
- Proper tile selection
- Long life abrasion and impact resistant
- High strength brazed joint
- Competitively priced
- Straight cleaning along entire belt
- Used by major OEMs

Hammermill Hammers
- Variety of WC tile grades
- Tiger Carb™ PTA (Plasma Transfer Arc)
- Extend hammer life four times over OEM hammer
- More consistent grind
- Less inventory costs